Region Overview

- **GDP**: 9.3 billion dollars
- **Population**: 3 million people
- **Area**: 66 thousand km²

Federal Highway «Caucasus»

International airports
Stavropol Region is...

Fertility
Leading position in agriculture

Technology
Innovational manufacturing

Human Resources
Scientific and educational source of South of Russia

Resorts
Beautiful scenery and travel service

Region success factors
Stavropol region

Economy

- Agriculture: 12.1%
- Manufacturing: 11.8%
- Construction: 8%
- Wholesale and retail trade: 19.6%
- Transport and communications: 8.8%
- Real estate: 6.3%
- Government services: 9.8%
- Health care: 8.1%
- Other sectors: 15.5%
Large companies operating in the region

We are trusted by
Industrial Park «Nevinnomyssk»
Industrial Park «Budenovsk»

Utility infrastructure

Human resources (63 thousand people)

LTD «Stavrolen» feedstock, railway line
Favorable placement terms

- **0%** property tax
- **15.5%** Income tax
- **5%** up to **95%** rental rate reduction

5 years period after the adoption of the property as the object of fixed assets on the project payback time up to 20 years for certain taxpayers groups

Simplified procedure of land obtainment
Mineralnye Vody is the biggest and one of the oldest health resort regions in Russia.
Here you can choose the platform for the implementation of the investment project of tourist-recreational purpose.

Mineralnye Vody
Corporation aims:
- Investment attraction
- The best business conditions
- Assistance in the implementation of investment projects
- Improvement of investment climate

Overview
Time to choose Stavropol region
21 days from the moment of investor's application to an agreement

1. Application
2. Assigning of responsible specialist
3. Information request, documents set’s formation
4. Documents review
5. Agreement on Maintenance of investment project
6. Connection to utility networks

Stages of Project Support
«One stop service»
Governor of Stavropol Region
Vladimir Vladimirov

Contacts:
1, Lenin sq., Stavropol, 355025
Phone: +7 (8652) 35-11-72
E-mail: gsk@stavkrai.ru
Website: portal.stavinvest.ru/en

(Online Reception) direct link:
portal.stavinvest.ru/en/investor_requests/new

Development Corporation CEO
Ruslan Attaev

Contacts:
3, Privokzalnaya st., Mikhailovsk, 356240
E-mail: info@razvitie-stav.ru
Website: razvitie-stav.ru

+7(8652)33-33-00

Stavropol region awaits you!